Cosmic Wave Program Feedback
Serenity is the wonderful grace that allows us to live calmly in a world that frequently is
not calm. Sometimes it is the disturbing forces of nature, often times it is the hurtful
behaviors of humankind, that make it clear we do not live in paradise.
The ten unique but clearly connected ensembles of Cosmic Wave create mind and
heart rhythms that grace body and soul with serenity. The variety of modes and tempos
and sounds moves the imagination to visualize not only cosmic evolution, but also one’s
own. The feelings of respect, relationship, and reverence gently well up in the listener.

What Leaders Are Saying…

Simply “being”, recognizing changes of moments, being comforted by some stability
and safeness, yet embracing changes, sensing life is okay, knowing satisfaction and joy –
all these pieces of life are carried on the cosmic wave that began an infinity ago and
ultimately will end in our home
called eternity.
I was invited to attend a program given by John
at Jenkins Cumberland Presbyterian Church of
Father Al Merz, OFM
Nolensville, Tennessee in September of 2012. This
church features new artists in the community by
offering a coffee house type setting as a venue for
sharing works that inspire faith sharing and
relationship building among the participants. John
was featured that month and had put together an
incredible power point presentation featuring
nature in its utmost glory accompanied by a live
musical presentation. The medley of pictures and
songs is truly inspirational and reflective in nature
as to the wonder of God and his majesty. I was so
moved that I asked John to perform for our middle
school students during Catholic Schools Week last
January and he was very well received. The title
of the CD is Cosmic Wave and it is a program that
truly uplifts and inspires.
Dr. Sue Baumgartner, Principal
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